CuroGens Shipping Manager

Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics 365 F&SCM (F&O)

Is your customer service staff regularly taking a beating from customers
demanding to know where their packages are?
You know they were sent, but there is no easy way to access the tracking
information without going through a pile of packing slips, while the customer is
still on the phone and getting angrier by the second. This is not an effective way
to conduct business.
Enter Shipping Manager from
from CuroGens,
CuroGens,created as a completely integrated
solution for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. Unlike other
products and features (such as the Small parcel shipping feature in the product),
our solution is comprehensive and advanced, yet accessible using only the
standard inventory management module.
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Management. We took the best features from Advanced
Warehouse Management and Transportation Management modules – and
combined them into a single, comprehensive, easy-to-use solution.

About CuroGens:
CuroGens is a Microsoft Gold
partner and software
solutions company
dedicated to working with
companies and individuals
that share the desire to
make a positive impact on
the world and understand
the broader implications of
their own products and
services. We are committed
to creating innovative
solutions that help
companies thrive, make
informed business-critical
decisions and spark growth.

FEATURES

Shipping Carriers Defined:
Website, vendor # (for
pay), services, break
master (determines rates
by weight and distance)
Integrates with D365
F&SCM (F&O) and finds
all customer
delivery/postal
locations
Can be manual or auto,
user defined

Packing Types
Basic defaults aka
freight charges
Flags limits based
on carrier specs
Default
parameters - if
there are max,
weight limits, it
won't allow it to go
through

Pre-load Weight Specs
Accurate freight
charges per line item
on the sales order
Calculates charges
more accurately by
using per item
weight x quantity x
rate service defined
Better rate
shopping
experience

Rate Shopping:
Compare pricing among
carriers
Identify rates and transit
times (per box item)
Packing slip is created
based on mode of
delivery (1 for each)
Recalculates shipping
rates and updates
inventory (based on
packing slips)
Rates based on actual
weight - not an estimate
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Box Button:
Box profiles - what item,
how many, shipping
mode
Labels for each
Pulls in tracking
number for items
Updates shipping
charges and
inventory after boxes
are updated or
changed

